Little Tree Preschool

With easy installation and configuration and a web-based interface that allows parents to see their children at play via a web browser, the D-Link DCS-1000W Air Wireless Internet Camera is the best fitting security solution for The Little Tree Preschool.

The Challenge

The Little Tree Preschool prides itself on providing a safe, warm and stimulating environment for the children placed in their care. In an effort to let the parents share in the growth and development of their children while attending The Little Tree Preschool, Lydia Redeker, Director of The Little Tree Preschool, wanted to find an internet camera solution that could let parents dial-into the school while at work or home. Redeker also needed something that was easy to install and configure, simple to use, and would allow her to place the camera anywhere in the main playroom. After researching several monitoring solutions, Redeker found that nearly all the current Internet monitoring solutions available on the market today were costly investments that required professional installations. That is until she discovered the D-Link Air Wireless Internet Camera.

The Solution

Redeker found an all-in-one solution that exceeded her requirements, the D-Link DCS-1000W Air Wireless Internet Camera. The camera's rich feature set provided The Little Tree with an unobtrusive, affordable monitoring solution, compatible with the preschool's current wireless network. With easy installation and configuration and a web-based interface that allows parents to access the camera from anywhere in the world via the Internet using a standard Java-enabled web browser, such as Microsoft Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator.

Benefits

With the D-Link Air Wireless Internet Camera installed in the main playroom, parents of the children attending The Little Tree Preschool can now "look-in" on their children throughout their school day. The camera's simple wireless setup allowed The Little Tree Preschool to place the camera anywhere within the range of the existing wireless network, adding a layer of flexibility for the school's future growth.

"The parents response to being able to log into the camera and see their kids during the day has been phenomenal," said Lydia Redeker, Director of The Little Tree Preschool. "We chose the D-Link camera because it was the only affordable monitoring solution on the market that was wireless, and it gives us the crisp picture we needed for the school along with the security it provides families."

-Lydia Redeker (Director of The Little Tree Preschool)

DCS-1000W Air Wireless Internet Camera is the best fitting security solution for The Little Tree Preschool.

D-Link's DCS-1000W Air 2.4GHz Wireless Network Internet Camera is a versatile 802.11b Wireless Internet camera with VGA quality resolution. An ideal solution for remote security monitoring or broadcasting of live events over the Internet, the D-Link Air Wireless Internet Camera combines the functionality of a video surveillance camera with the reliability and scalability of 802.11b Wireless and Fast Ethernet. D-Link's Air Wireless Internet Camera built-in web server provides easy to use remote access from anywhere in the world via the Internet using a standard Java-enabled web browser, such as Microsoft Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator.

Currently The Little Tree Preschool has deployed one D-Link DCS-1000W Air Wireless Internet Camera, but because of the recent success and the phenomenal reaction from the parents, the school is planning to place additional D-Link Wireless Internet Cameras in other rooms as well as in the outdoor playground area.

"The parents response to being able to log into the camera and see their kids during the day has been phenomenal," said Lydia Redeker, Director of The Little Tree Preschool. "We chose the D-Link camera because it was the only affordable monitoring solution on the market that was wireless, and it gives us the crisp picture we needed for the school along with the security it provides families."

-D-Link (Director of The Little Tree Preschool)